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Technics.

Hygienic Lecturer.— "Milk, gentleman, contains all elements necessary to the support of the human body. I know no substance which possesses more or a better quality of nutriment than milk."

Voice.— "I do!"

Lecturer.— "What is it?"

Voice.— "Cream!"

Can a blue pencil be defined as "the rod of correction?"

Freshman Cheek.— Absent-minded pater: "Want your allowance, hey? How much is it?"

'89: "Fifteen dollars."

Pater, aroused: "What! I thought it was ten!"

'89, calmly: "I have found it expedient to raise it."

Barber-shop Humor.— First B.: "D'yer know wot the femernine of hare is?"

Second B.: "No. Bangs?"

First B.: "No. Rabbit!" (Convulsive laughter.)